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Tate.In.Space
The Space conditions are demanding and liberating at the
same time: lack of air, ground and other people is an
obstacle for artist's leisure, but 0 gravity, endlessness and
lack of audience allows artist to free his/hers work of two
dimensional base of the Earth and PR pressure, and to start
thinking on another level, to form an entirely new artistic
discourse. These conditions should be used to full extent, so
any structures with rotational gravity involving large amount
of people (mimicking the Earth) are not appropriate. As
well, any large hi-tech, corporative support to the project
would finally condition artists in many ways and deprive
them of the freedom to create art that remains true to their
ideas. Works of art completed inside the station should be
freely placed outside of it, whether they are positioned in
Earth's orbit to be viewed by telescopes or sent in any other
direction (Earth's atmosphere, the Sun or outer space). This
way the Space itself is used as an ultimate gallery for
whoever comes across it ( Humans?! Greys?! Greeens?!) .
Tate.In.Space is a place for working and for living, without
specially designed exhibition chambers. Artists create it
themselves, by welding together all sort of space junk,
space debris - rockets' or satellites' parts (mostly cylinder
shaped). In this process the artists are involved in creation
their own environment as well as in orbit cleansing.
Tate.In.Space is a non-planned structure, built only
according to the needs and aesthetics of the artists
inhabiting it (a sculpture of it's own kind). When some more
space is needed, it will grow some more. The 0G conditions
allow interesting building experiments. Any part is
"upgradeable" in any direction.
(This project is actually only a variation of how the station
might look like, but the real thing couldn't be drawn before
it would be built)
Tate.InSpace is self-sustainable: the solar cells panels are
the source of energy, preferably "borrowed" as well as the
communication antennas from some old space vehicles.
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exiting cross cut.
add glue here at the end of
antenna of s.p.h.
space door.
make cuts at continious lines and fold
two parts over the dot-dot lines.

entry,
"e" cross-cut

cross-cuts.
these are the cuts you'll have to make and to put
the antennas and the solar panel holders (s.p.h.)
through. there is a pair of cross-cuts with the
same name as one of the antennas or the s.p.h. ,
but one of them has an "e" added. that is an entry
cross-cut. you'll put that antenna or s.p.h. through
the "e" marked cross-cut first and then through
the body of the space station all the way to
the other cross-cut with the same name as
the starting one. when the antenna or s.p.h. exits
on the other side just put a drop of glue to fix it
in that position.

glue

glue
glue

glue
glue

glue
glue

window hatches.
make cuts at
continious lines
and fold them
towards the
outside over
the dot-dot line.

glue
glue

cut only along all continious lines!

fold only along the dot-dot lines!
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A1 - antenna 1

glue

always fold over the dot-dot lines to form a bar, a box of the antenna

fold
accordingly

glue here

A2 - antenna 2

A3 - antenna 3

glue

glue

S1 - solar panel holder 1

S2 - solar panel holder 2

glue

glue

addition to antenna A1.
once antenna is fixed in
the space station's hull,
put it onto it throught
these cross-cuts.

solar panel

glue
make zig-zag folds and fold it towards to
straight part.

add glue to fix in
position

glue

solar panel holder
add glue to fix zig-zag
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